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Abstract: Studies in social network theory focus on characterizing complex social relationships by firstly mapping and

visualizing them into a graph, and then subsequently identifying the corresponding graph properties. This paper provides

an integrated approach, which combines social network analysis and data mining theory with the necessary geographical

attributes to analyze 1417 instances of terrorism that occurred world wide during the period 1980−2002. The study reveals

interesting patterns on the evolution of these terrorist organizations over two decades. The proposed method can be easily

generalized to be applied to other types of large-scale networked datasets, such as micro-array data, and genomic networked

data, etc.
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1 Introduction

Data mining[1] is the process of discovering novel patterns in databases. Traditional data mining techniques

assume that the attributes are independent and that the values that each of these attributes can take are also in-

dependent. This assumption makes theoretical analysis of data mining techniques feasible, but unfortunately it is

an unrealistic assumption in many real life situations. Relaxing the inaccurate assumption that the attributes are

independent and the values that each attribute can take are also independent would naturally mean that there are

virtual links connecting these attributes and their values. As such, one can visualize the relationship between these

attributes and their values as a network. This is a much richer representation that can be used to substantiate data

analysis with some of the rigorous measures used in social network theory. This approach we call networked data

mining.

In networked data mining, a number of variations exist in the literature. One is known as link analysis[2−4].

Link analysis research uses search and probabilistic approaches to find structural characteristic in the network such

as hubs, or identifying potential relationships for relational data mining. Link analysis alone is insufficient as it

looks at one side of the coin and ignores complex nonlinear relationships that may exist between the attributes.

Another approach depends purely on visualization, such as NetMap[5]. Unfortunately, these tools that depend on

visualization alone - despite being useful to provide some insight - they are insufficient and rely on the user to carry

out many tedious and time consuming tasks, many of which could be automated.

In addition to the previous discussion, most of the work on link analysis or network visualization ignores the

temporal dimension. Uncovering a relationship among or within attributes (connecting the dots) is an important

step, but in many domains it is more important to understand how this relationship evolved over time. Hence,

understanding network dynamics and evolution is needed to complete the picture. Once we understand the dynamics

and evolution of these relationships, we can search for ways to disconnect the dots when and if needed.

This paper presents a case study in the area of terrorist networks combining social network analysis and data

mining theory with the necessary geographical attributes. The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows. In

Section 2, a short preliminary literature review is presented to point the reader to several key papers in the literature.

Section 3 presents an overview of the system framework. A case study is then introduced in Section 4 and this is

followed by a description of the network measures used for this study, and by a comprehensive analysis of the case

study with those network measures. Conclusions are then drawn in Section 7.

2 Review

2.1 Social network theory

Studies in social network theory focus on characterizing social relationships by first mapping them into a graph

and subsequently identifying the corresponding graph properties. Entities (known as actors or agents) in a social

relationship (such as friendship, drug dealers, or terrorists) are mapped to nodes in a graph, while the links (arcs)

between these nodes either reflects the existence and type, or alternatively the absence of a relationship. Links can be

directed (implying a relationship from one side to another, but not vice versa) or undirected (implying a relationship

in both directions). For example, if A and B are two mobile phones talking to each other, then A can talk to B and

B can also talk to A; i.e. the link is undirected. In some relationships, such as the mother-daughter relationship, if A

is the mother of B, then B cannot be the mother of A. In this latter case, the graph must be directed. Most studies in

social network theory assume an undirected graph. Nodes and/or links can also be weighted, although most studies

in social network theory focus on unweighted graphs, because the emphasis of these studies is on the properties of
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the topology of the graph itself.

Networks were traditionally studied as collections of nodes with a uniform random probability that any two

nodes were connected. This type of networks has been known as random graphs. Albert and Barabasi[6] provide a

comprehensive overview of networks from both this traditional as well as a more recent, complex system, perspec-

tive. They examine a number of key network properties, including connectivity, clustering (the probability that two

nodes linked to some other node, are in turn directly linked), and degree and path length distribution, to name but

a few. In particular, they emphasize that real networks often differ from random networks in terms of having larger

clustering coefficients and also a more skewed degree distribution (especially in the form of scale-free networks,

such as the internet[7]).

Network measures have become sufficiently established, that there are now a range of software packages that

process networks to obtain these and other properties. However, while it is possible to define statistical properties

of networks, there are related problems of both how to process and understand very large networks. Wu, et al.[8]

take advantage of the characteristic of scale-free networks that some nodes are more connected, and are hence, more

‘important’ to simplify networks by only considering the more ‘important’ nodes.

A branch of social network theory, known as network sampling, identifies appropriate approaches to collecting

information about a social network. There are generally two network sampling approaches, either a sample of all

possible candidates, or a snowball sample[9]. This latter approach has been adapted in different schemes, but the

basic idea is the same. To sample a network, one starts with a subset, then each member in the subset is asked

for recommendations for extra nodes, this process of adding more recommendations (nodes) is repeated until a

reasonable sample is collected. The key characteristic in this approach is that individuals are chosen for their

membership; not for their characteristics. Global samples are viewed as generating more reliable representations of

a network, while snowball sampling may be required in situations where the network under consideration is only a

small proportion of the overall population or where there may be a significant cost associated with determining the

characteristics and linkages of a node.

Unfortunately, snowball sampling is insufficient for what is known as “hidden populations”. For example,

when examining the population of drug dealers, it is not easy to start with a subset, and it is not possible to ask

a drug dealer to talk about other drug dealers. Researchers in social networks have developed many techniques to

handle this problem, such as: ego centered networks, targeted sampling, and respondent driven sampling[10] .

In certain applications, such as terrorism, the previously enumerated approaches for dealing with hidden pop-

ulations fail. First, one cannot ask a terrorist, to ask other terrorists, to tell him how many terrorists they themselves

know. Second, communicating with a terrorist is usually not possible until he/she is captured, etc. Lastly, but not

least, a key question in security is, when is a suitable time to capture the network? These difficulties hinder previous

methods. In fact, in most of the recent studies on terrorist network analysis, the terrorist network was usually viewed

a statical social network created at a certain time point, without considering its growth and evolution along time

axis[11,12]. By doing so, the network is analyzed only once so that some important knowledge, such as “how did the

size and structure of a network evolve”, is not able to be fully discovered and then clearly visualized. To address this

issue, a novel terrorist network analysis method based on dynamic network visualization is proposed in this paper, in

order to connect the dots over time (i.e. to capture the temporal effect in social network visualization and analysis).

2.2 Link analysis

The field of link analysis has two main directions. One of these is to use an understanding of the link structure

of a network to identify desired characteristics of the network. The other is to form a, usually probabilistic, model
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of the network in order to make predictions about characteristics of the network.

A first order analysis of links within a network is to analyze which nodes are highly connected. The relevance

of those nodes is, however, dependent on the problem domain. Staab[2] considers the domain of marketing, where

he theorizes that if strongly, socially connected individuals could be identified, then those individuals would be

worthwhile targets for advertising. Interestingly, Kao, et al.[3] use the opposite approach when attempting to improve

web search technology. In their work, they use the observation that many web pages contain sub-sections that

primarily exist for navigational purposes, and that do not usually contain other forms of information. These sections

are identified by their high level of connectivity to other pages. The work in this paper shows improved search

results may be obtained by ignoring the content of those highly connected sections.

In the domain of link prediction, a probability model is often generated that attempts to reflect the linkages

within the network. Such a model may then be used to predict either the presence of links in a similar network,

or of other parts of the same network. For example, Tasker, et al.[4] consider the network formed by the nodes of

faculty, staff, research scientist, staff, research group, research project, course and organization within a school of

a university. This work attempts to determine if particular relationships (such as Advisor(faculty, student)) exists

between nodes, based on the shared links between other nodes. To do this, it developed a model which reflected the

probabilities that such relationships occurred between links, based on data from two schools. This model was then

used to discover the same relationships based on the network of another school.

Similar approaches have been used on citation references extracted from CiteSeer[13]. Hill[14] forms a network

between authors, publications and cited works. This network is then used to identify the authors of an unseen

publication based solely on its citations. In this case, probabilities are not used, but a variant is considered where

only links that occur more often are considered. Popescul and Ungar[15] form a similar network, and then try to

predict probable citations for a paper, based on its authors, where the paper was published and other citations of the

paper.

2.3 Visualization

Two aspects of visualization methods in data mining may be considered: how data may be visually presented,

and how such presentations may be manipulated or explored.

Regarding presentation, simple techniques regarding one and two dimensional data have been long established

in the forms of graphs and maps. Keim[16] gives a comprehensive taxonomy of visual techniques in terms of the data

type to be visualized, the visualization technique used and the interaction and distortion technique used. The key

complication of visualizing multidimensional data is the question of how it may be mapped to a two-dimensional

display. Some approaches, such as Self-Organizing Maps[17], attempt to map the multi-dimensional data into a

two-dimensional state while preserving certain properties, such as attempting to position data points so that their

two-dimensional Euclidean distance matches their distance given by some other measure. Other approaches attempt

to represent different dimensions by symbolic representations, i.e. differing symbols or colors or sizes. Chen, et

al.[18] developed a representation of the characteristics of the pages of an internet site, where colors were used to

represent how long a page was viewed for, the thickness of links represented how often they were used, and size

represented how many times a page was viewed. Multiple dimensions may also be treated by either only viewing

certain dimensions, or by collapsing multiple dimensions into a single one.

Due to the sheer size of many data mining problems, to be able to effectively explore the data it must be

possible to manipulate the representation chosen. In visualizations where only certain dimensions are shown, or

where dimensions are collapsed in some way, it is common to allow users to alter the choices that are made for these
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elements. For example, Pampalk[19] extends Self-Organizing Maps to develop a series of Visualizations that are

generated by differing the weights of the elements that contribute to the distance measure used by each visualization,

while Chen[18] allows a user to specify which measures or collection of measures that they wish to see on a particular

visualization.

Another way of dealing with scale, is allowing the user to filter the data examined. Goldberg and Wong[20]

give an example of gradually refining the data under consideration to identify abnormal elements of a network. The

refining process may take several approaches, it may be that data fitting a user’s query may be used, or data may be

automatically thresholded by either magnitude or ranking (i.e. being the largest, or first).

3 The System Framework

We have developed an interactive social network visualization and analysis tool to work with multi-field data

from multiple heterogenous sources. It is domain independent; being simply configurable and scalable for any

dataset. The data model is based on a network of associations - each field in a dataset represents a layer in the model

and each possible value for an ordinal field is a node in that layer. Traditional data records - a set of fields and their

particular values - then exist as a set of connected nodes. Multiple records then form a graph that may be connected

or disconnected - depending on commonality of field values between different records. For example, consider a

dataset concerning terrorist attack records. Each record includes four fields: attack type, terrorist organization who

initiated the attack, country and year. If one record concerned a terrorist organization A performing a bombing in

1996 in country C1, then a four node connected graph would be established, each node representing one of the four

attributes. If a second record concerned terrorist organization A with a hijacking in country C2 in 1992, then a 7-node

connected graph would be built - node A serving as a common node (potential linkage) between the two records.

This data model facilitates the extraction of linkages and associations between data that could likely be missed in a

traditional record-based approach.

Our system follows a server-client model. Clients are heterogenous data-sources and transmit their information

to the centralized server. Each client’s data may be partial or incomplete and the first task for the server is the

alignment, reconstruction and amalgamation of data from multiple clients (single clients with complete data are, of

course, also supported). The server-client element of our system also incorporates a temporal aspect. As data is

received by the central server it is incorporated and any visualized graph updated based on the newly arrived data

- allowing visualization and analysis of the data at any stage - not simply on a “complete” dataset. This model

matches the way that many real-world datasets are gathered and, ideally, analyzed - for instance a supermarket chain

collecting and analyzing sales from all its branches, or a government agency collating intelligence from a number of

heterogenous sources.

The server not only collates all data centrally, it also acts as an interactive visualization, and data plus network

analysis tool. Various 2D graph representations are provided as views of the data, and a number of path and network

analysis tools can be invoked through the application’s interface. It is this network linkage based lens on the data,

with the associated visualization and analysis tools that lies at the core of our system and arguably provides new

insights into complex and/or rich datasets.

Both client and server are interactive, graphical applications. For clients, users select which fields from their

database they wish to transmit to the server. Similarly on the server side the user may select any subset and ordering

for the data fields it is receiving to visualize and analyze. For instance the database used for this paper has fields

including City, Country, Organization, Attack Type, Target Type and Casualties, but most of the analysis and vi-

sualizations presented will concern only three layers (fields) - Country, Organization, and Attack Type. Interactive
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exploration of data is thus facilitated by supporting the selection of subsets of fields and their particular order - links

are drawn between nodes from adjacent layers (that derive from an original data record).

The server’s primary interface presents a 2D networked view of the data. Several automatic layouts are pro-

vided on the basis of spatially separating and grouping the nodes on the basis of layer (data field). Together with

the “random” layout there is the arrangement of layers vertically, horizontally, and as a group of concentric circles.

Figure 1 shows three layers - Country, Organization, and Attack Type arranged as concentric circles. Further, users

are able to “deform” any graph by dragging individual nodes to new positions. Together with this, users may select

a subset of a graph by choosing a particular node and being shown only those nodes that share a connection with it.

Figure 2 shows one of the powerful features of our system - its graphical link analysis. Link analysis is a tool for

Fig.1 The server’s interface and network representation. The network shows the three layers of Country,

Organization, and Attack Type arranged as concentric circles

Fig.2 Linkage visualization, generated from a query to show links between

organizations that have carried out attacks in the same countries
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finding links between nodes at the same level, through connections with a common node from another layer. Figure

2 shows links between terrorist organizations on the basis of the Location - if the graph shows an edge between two

organizations it means that have carried out an attack in the same location as one another. In using the link analysis

feature the user selects the layer to be intra-linked, direction to look for links in, and “distance” (number of edges)

within which links are considered to exist.

A link in Fig.2 is a multi-node link. Consider a record consisting of the two tuples 〈a1, b1, c1〉 and 〈a2, b1, c2〉.

The fact that b1 is connected to c1 through the first tuple and a2 is connected to b1 through the second tuple, it does

not necessarily mean that a2 is connected to c1. Thus a link in this graph is defined by multiple nodes (3 in this

example). This makes any tracing through the network meaningful and efficient.

4 Case Study

Terrorism is probably one of the most serious challenge we face in this century. The data we are using were

generated by querying the online publicly available repository of terrorists “attacks” at the Institute on Counter

Terrorism of USA. The data was processed and transformed into an Access database table with the following fields:

date of attack, organization, attack type, target type, location, number of people killed, number of people injured,

number of terrorists if known, and text explaining each incident. The complete data set summarizes 1417 terrorist

operations since 1980. Astonishingly, the data reveals that 46% of the incidents were cases for which it is still

unknown which terrorist organization was responsible for the attack. The original data set (we call OriginalDB in the

rest of this paper) was further split into two subsets: one that includes only those records with known organizations

(we call KnownDB) and the other consists of the records with unknown organizations (we call UknownDB). As the

original data was generated in Israel, it contained many records on terrorist activities that occurred in Israel. We

thought it would be interesting to see if there is a bias in the dataset because of possibly skewed data collection. As

such, we divided the KnownDB into two subsets: one for attacks carried out in Israel (we call KnownIDB) and the

other for the rest of the world (we call KnownNoIDB). Table 1 provides summary statistics of these datasets.

Table 1 A summary statistics of the different datasets

Measure OriginalDB KnownDB UnknownDB KnownIDB KnownNoIDB

Number of instances 1417 767 650 351 416

Number of organizations 70 69 N/A 12 61

Number of attack types 22 20 22 10 17

Number of targets 44 44 44 28 37

Number of locations 96 59 83 3 56

Given a particular data set, a number of different networks may be formed. We have used the notation X-Y to

denote a network where the nodes of the network are the unique labels in X, and those nodes are linked if they share

some common attribute Y. In particular, the networks generated are:

• Org-Loc Each Organization is a node, and two nodes are linked if they have both carried out an attack in at

least one common location.

• Loc-Org The previous networks inverse, i.e. each Location is a node, and two nodes are linked if there exists

one organization that has carried out an attack in both locations.

• Org-Attack Two organizations are linked if they have both used at least one common type of attack.

• Org-Target Two organizations are linked if they have both attacked the same type of target.
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• Loc-Attack Two locations are linked if the same type of attack has occurred in both of them.

5 Network Measurements

The following graphics display a particular dataset when being analyzed by a particular measure. These mea-

sures form time series, as at each point in time, the network measured is that network generated by only those attacks

up to that particular time point. Thus, all the networks weakly monotonically increase in size as time progresses. It is

also worth noticing that, in order to capture the temporal evolution of the network structure, all the measures adopted

in this paper are calculated on the network level, rather than on the node level. Therefore, node-level measures such

as Centrality, Betweeness, Closeness, etc., which are widely used in other social network research to identify each

node’s importance, is not adopted in our system since they are not suitable for our analysis task. We emphasize

much more on analyzing the whole network’s evolution along time axis, which leads us to choose the following

network-level measures to perform our analysis.

5.1 Number of nodes

The number of nodes, n, denotes the total number of nodes in a network.

5.2 Number of edges

The number of edges, e, denotes the total number of edges (or links) in a network. In this report, the network

is represented as an undirected graph. Note that two nodes will only ever be connected by one link, and that a node

is never connected to itself.

5.3 Average degree

The degree, d(u), of a node, u, is the number of edges it has. The average degree of a network is calculated by:

deg =
∑
∀u d(u)

n
(1)

5.4 Degree distribution

The degree distribution of a network is defined as a histogram of the occurrence of the node degree values,

d(u). It can be used to analyze the structural difference between different networks.

5.5 Cluster coefficient

The cluster coefficient is a measure of how well linked are the neighbors of each node in a network. It measures

how close the neighborhood of each node comes, on average, to being a complete graph.

coe f =
1
n

n∑

i=1

Ci

Ni(Ni − 1)
(2)

where Ci represents the number of direct links between all the immediately neighboring nodes of a node i, and Ni is

the number of neighbors of that node.

5.6 Number of clusters

Trivially, the number of disconnected clusters in a network.

5.7 Giant cluster size

The giant cluster of a network is defined as the disconnected cluster which has the maximum number of nodes

in it. This measure is the number of nodes contained in that giant cluster.
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6 Analysis of Measures

This section first considers several network measures introduced above, on each of the networks, and on each

of the data sets. Figure 3 and Figure 4 comprises five separate plots - all being time-series of the same network mea-

sure. The five plots correspond to the five different networks constructed from the data: Organizations connected

by common location; Locations connected by common organization; Organizations connected by common attack

type; Organizations connected by target type; and Locations connected by attack type. On each plot three curves can

be found: Clean - all records from the database for which there is an associated organization (previously referred

to as KnownDB); I(srael) - a subset of the Clean dataset that is geographically Constrained to the locations Israel,

West Bank, and Gaza Strip (KnownIDB); and NoI - the “Clean” dataset with all the I(srael) Data records removed

(KnownNonIDB).Figure 3 plots the average clustering coefficient for the five networks, as a function of time. The

clustering coefficient measures the degree of (local) interconnectedness between nodes that share a common neigh-

bor. All plots show a sharp increase in coefficient value after 1988, but which reach a relatively stable value (i.e.,

don’t systematically increase or decrease with time). In most cases the clustering coefficient is quite high - compared

to other natural networks. In the case of Organizations linked by Location and vice-versa the coefficient value is

around 0.5. Foreshadowing a later figure (number of clusters) we interpret this result to show that Organizations

tend to have geographic bounds on their activities and that those same geographic bounds channel the targets of

organizations operating in the same region into the same subset of countries - in a network sense there are a number

of separate clusters, each with a relatively high clustering coefficient. When networks are linked by attack type or

target type, the clustering coefficient is particularly high - approximately 0.8. Once again this appears to substantiate

the interpretation that modus operandi - attack method, and target choice - are global in nature. That is; the degree

of interconnectedness within these networks is extremely high and we know (from the following analysis) that there

are very few disconnected clusters in these networks.

Fig.3 Clustering Coefficients as a function of time for the five networks; and three partitions of the data
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Fig.4 Giant Cluster Size as a function of time for the five networks; and three partitions of the data

Figure 4 plots the size (in terms of number of nodes) of the largest cluster (set of nodes that are connected) as

a function of time. Contrasted with the total number of nodes, it shows what portion of the network is connected

in a single “central” graph. From the previous figure we know that networks linked on the basis of attack type or

target type are primarily a single cluster. Therefore we see the giant cluster size for such networks grow rapidly

and automatically as each new organization or location is added to the dataset. The Organization by Location and

Location by Organization giant cluster size also increase over time, but not as rapidly. Again, this is attributed to the

fact that some organizations are single location specific; therefore they cannot join the giant cluster on the basis of

organizations sharing a location or locations sharing an organization.

Figures 5 to 7 are 3D surfaces that show the degree distribution for all five networks - and the three variants

of each - through time. That is, at each time step they plot the count of nodes with a certain degree of connectivity.

This can be far more revealing than a single average-degree figure as we have a sense of the distribution of con-

nectivity values; helping to address such questions as whether a network follows a small-world, random, or other

such distribution. The six plots in each figure represent 2 perspectives on three different datasets: Clean - all records

from the database for which there is an associated organization (previously referred to as KnownDB); I(srael) - a

subset of the Clean dataset that is geographically Constrained to the locations Israel, West Bank, and Gaza Strip

(KnownIDB); and NoI - the “Clean” dataset with all the I(srael) Data records removed (KnownNonIDB). In each

plot, time in years is drawn along one axis, degree distribution along the the other; with the vertical axis being the

count of the number of nodes that possess that degree distribution.

Figure 5 shows the degree distribution for the network in which nodes are terrorist organizations and connecting

edges reflect a common location (country) of attack. It can be seen that the preponderance of nodes possess very low

degree; although there is a shift to (average) higher degree as time progresses. This bears out the earlier analysis that

there exist a number of unique organization-location pairings - a terrorist organization that acts in only one place,

and that place possessing only a single terrorist organization - and hence a number of small, disconnected clusters,
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plus the larger giant cluster. It also shows that there are a very few organizations that operate in locations in which

many other organizations have operated. To some extent, this network exhibits scale-free characteristics.
Figure 6 shows the degree distribution for the network in which nodes are organizations and connecting edges

reflect common attack types. It is evident that by the late 1990s nearly all organizations have a high degree of

connectivity; reflecting a commonality of attack methods between the different organizations. Prior to that time an

almost linear progression in the increase in degree can be seen for all organizations.

Fig.5 Degree Distribution of org-loc network as a function of time

Fig.6 Degree Distribution of org-attack network as a function of time
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Figure 7 shows the degree distribution for the network in which nodes are terrorist organizations and con-

necting edges reflect occurrences of the same target types for attacks. As for attack types, it can be seen that most

organizations have a high degree reflecting a commonality in choice of target types between different organizations.

Once again, stability is reached by the late 1990s with a rapid linear increase prior to that time. In order to better un-

derstand the spatio-temporal nature of the data, a number of movies were generated. Each movie shows a projection

of the earth’s surface; with terrorist attack activity being plotted based on the country attacked (as also done for the

previous analysis). Successive frames in each movie represent the advance of time; typically one month; but in one

case; each attack. In order to provide a consistent location for the country under attack, the CIA World Factbook[21]

published latitude and longitude figures for countries were employed.

Fig.7 Degree Distribution of org-target network as a function of time

The movie temporalNetwork, a frame from which can be in figure 8, shows a different type of network -

one in which locations (countries) are the nodes but edges represent temporal adjacency. That is, two countries

are connected if a terrorist act in the first country is “immediately succeeded” (i.e., the next terrorist act to occur

globally) by an act in the second country. As there are over 1400 acts of terrorism recorded in the database, this

leads to a rather long movie. While it is hard to extract patterns from the animation, the very complexity of the

graph again reveals the global and emergent property of terrorism - there appears to be no central coordinating

authority that sequences the attacks either temporally or spatially. Further, this technique, of creating a graph based

on temporal adjacency, appears to have considerable scope for other datasets in which there is a temporal dimension.

The movies varMovement and varMovementAve, a frame from one of which can be found in figure 9, show

the movement in terrorist activity on a month by month basis. Hence, each frame in the movies correspond to

one month. Attacks that took place within the time window are aggregated - the mean location (in latitude and

longitude) is drawn as a red asterisk, representing a theoretical center to the activity, while the standard deviation in

each of latitude and longitude is used to drawn a blue box centered about that mean location. Hence, the animations

represent both the “average” or “center” of terrorist activity; and also its geographic spread. The movies differ, in

that each frame in varMovement only plots terrorist attacks for the month in question; while varMovementAve keeps
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a moving window of one year (of attacks) centered on the month in question. The later approach tends to smooth out

“noise” in the data; better showing long term trends in the data, such as shifts in location or extensions to the area

of activity. The movies clearly show the centrality of the Middle East in terrorist attacks, though periodic variability

in scope is also visible. The movies CHMovement and CHMovementAve, a frame from one of which can be found

in Fig.10, also show terrorist activity on a month by month basis. In this case a Convex Hull - a minimal polygon

that encloses all locations - is drawn atop the map. Arguably, this provides a better feel for the geographic extent

of attacks. As for the previous movies, these differ in that CHMovement considers only 1 month of data, while

CHMovementAve provides a smoothing of the data by using a moving 1 year window centered on the month in

question. Again, the global nature of terrorist attacks is clearly evident.

Fig.8 A frame from the temporal network movie, corresponding to the state of the network after the 500’th

act of terrorism. The network is formed by connecting locations based on a temporal ordering of attacks -

the location of the next (in time) attack is connected to the previous attack’s location

Fig.9 A frame from the varMovieAve movie. The frame shows the mean location (an asterisk) and variability

(the surrounding box - 1 standard deviation) of attacks in a 1 year period centered on the month of September 2001.

Each frame of the movie corresponds to an advance of one month
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Fig.10 A frame from the CHMovement movie. The frame shows the convex hull - a polygon that encloses

the region that terrorist attacks occurred in, in the month of September 2001.

Each frame of the movie corresponds to one month

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a short overview of the value added when analyzing network evolution for a terrorist

data set. We also presented an overview of the system which we have developed for network visualization and

analysis. In general, networked data mining has been shown to be a promising and potentially active area for

research. The paper presented interesting patterns gleaned from the data. In particular, it has shown that choosing a

highly interconnected network, such as X-attack, or X-target, can limit the effectiveness of certain network measures.

In contrast, the less connected networks loc-org and org-loc exhibited more interpretive behavior.

In future research, a further investigation on the relationships among the data attributes used to construct the

social networks, including “location”, “attack type”, and “organization”, will be conducted in order to disclose

some correlations that may help in improving our network visualization and analysis process. Moreover, the other

interesting research topic is to consider how the visualization and analysis method proposed in this paper can be

applied to other types of large-scale networked datasets, such as microarray data, and genomic networked data, etc.

Those datasets provide much more types and much larger volumes of data than terrorism dataset we used, and are

more possible to discover more interesting patterns by doing social network visualization and analysis.
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